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Jeremy Schmidt interview re: An unexpected development for those of us used to thinking of Sinoia Caves as
a side-project! Thanks to Femke van Delft for having taken some very cool photos, previously unseen, of
Jeremy over the years, unveiled, as far as I know, for the first time here I have tons of questions about the
process of scoring the film! How did Panos contact you? Did you see the film with a temp soundtrack, before
scoring it? What did they use? Were there suggestions from Panos as to the sounds he wanted? Did you
provide him cues, which he then fit to the film, or - I suspect the latter - did you work closely, looking at
images, and fitting music to them? How hard a taskmaster was Panos? If you could walk me through your
early involvement with the project I came on board after most of the filming was done and they were on to the
editing phase. I think we established a rapport early on, based on a mutual appreciation for some of the key
touchstones and reference points within the film. This was kind of indicative of our ensuing collaboration.
What gear did you use? How closely did you work together? Were other people involved Panos? Do you have
your own favourite film soundtracks that inspired or guided you, either in scoring this film, or in thinking
about how sound and images interact? Risky Business seems to be an ever-regenerative source of influence for
me also! And of course I absolutely love John Carpenter. Also some Sunn 0 and Popul Vuh whom I also love
Are these manipulated samples or entirely synthesized? I assume no actual singers were used All those "voice"
parts were done using a Mellotron. I like how mechanical, yet fluid the characteristics of the Mellotron can be
- definitely one of my favourite musical instruments of all time. Any "tricks" that might not be immediately
apparent to the naked ear, or that might only be noticeable for instance to someone in an altered state of
consciousness? Yeah, I noticed that at home but not at the theatre! Psychedelia in one form or another seems
to have always been at the center of my musical orbit, so to speak.. I would love to OWN a recording of the
soundtrack for this film; are there plans to release one? I do listen to Venom now and then, but It may have a
nasty bite to it, but no venom.. A few final questions. What about those caves made you want to name your
project after them? Is Sinoia Caves officially just you? The soundtrack is credited to Sinoia Caves, but could
equally be credited to Jeremy Schmidt, right? Any reason you chose to give credit to your project name,
instead of your own name? It is just me. I figured the music I was making for the film was synonymous with
what I usually record as Sinoia Caves, so I just named it as such..
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At Swannanoa Gap, just south of the range, archaeologists have uncovered evidence of habitation dating to the
Archaic period BC , the Woodland period BC - AD , and the Mississippian period c. The Mississippian-period
village of Joara was located near the town of Morganton to the southeast. Both expeditions spent considerable
time at Joara. By , however, the Cherokee had signed away ownership of the Black Mountains to the United
States, and Euro-American settlers moved into the Cane and South Toe valleys shortly thereafter. The early
settlers farmed the river valleys and sold animal furs, ginseng , tobacco, liquor, and excess crops at markets in
nearby Asheville. The early farmers also brought large herds of cattle and hogs, which thrived in the valleys
and mountain areas. In , the state dispatched North Carolina professor Elisha Mitchell â€” into the western part
of the state to measure the elevation of Grandfather, the Roan Highlands , and the Black Mountains. Using a
crude barometer , Mitchell gained measurements for Grandfather and Roan with apparent ease, although he
struggled to discern which of the Blacks was the highest. Two local guides one of whom was William Wilson,
a cousin of the later renowned mountain guide, Thomas "Big Tom" Wilson led Mitchell up a bear trail to what
they believed to be the highest summit. Although exactly which mountain they summited has long been
disputed, it was likely Mount Gibbes, Clingmans Peak, or Mount Mitchell. Several surveyors visited the
Blacks in subsequent years, including Nehemiah Blackstock â€” in , Arnold Guyot â€” in , and Robert Gibbes
in the early s. Clingman reported his findings to Joseph Henry, the head of the Smithsonian Institution. The
two bickered back and forth in the local newspapers throughout , each claiming to have been the first to
summit and measure the higher Black Dome. The debate was intensified by the political climate of the s, as
Mitchell was a Whig supporter and Clingman had recently left the Whig party to join the pro-secession
Democrats. Finally, in , Mitchell returned to the Blacks in an attempt to gain still more accurate
measurements. One evening, while attempting to reach the Cane River Valley, he slipped and fell into a gorge
along Sugar Camp Fork, near the waterfall that now bears his name. His body was found 11 days later by the
legendary mountain guide Thomas "Big Tom" Wilson â€” Zebulon Vance led a movement to verify Mitchell
as the first to summit the highest mountain in the Eastern United States, and to have the mountain named for
him. Vance convinced several mountain guides to change previous statements and claim the route they had
taken actually led to Black Dome, rather than Mount Gibbes. Clingman continued to deny that Mitchell had
measured Black Dome first, but was unable to overcome the shift in public sentiment. By the s, a lodge had
been established in the southern part of the range, and locals such as Jesse Stepp and Tom Wilson had built
several rustic cabins on the higher mountain slopes and were thriving as mountain guides. The American Civil
War â€” brought a temporary halt to the tourism boom, but by the late s, the industry had recovered. In the s,
brothers K. Between and , northern lumber firms, namely Dickey and Campbell later Perley and Crockett ,
Brown Brothers, Carolina Spruce, and Champion Fibre, bought up timber rights to most of the Black
Mountains and began a series of massive logging operations in the area. In , Dickey and Campbell managed to
construct a narrow-gauge railroad line connecting the Swannanoa Valley with Clingmans Peak. Other
narrow-gauge lines quickly followed. Between and , much of the forest on the upper slopes and crest was cut
down. An increase in demand for red spruce during World War I led to the rapid deforestation of much of the
spruce-fir forest in the higher elevations. As forests were removed, forest fires caused by the ignition of dried
brush and slash left by loggers and erosion denuded what was left of the landscape. After the North Carolina
state legislature rejected an initial attempt to create a state park at the summit of Mount Mitchell in , Craig
began negotiating with and may have threatened Perley and Crockett to preserve the forest atop Mitchell while
he and Holmes lobbied for the creation of a state park. The state legislature finally approved the purchase of a
stretch of land between Stepps Gap and the summit of what is now Big Tom in , which became the core of
Mount Mitchell State Park. The Pisgah National Forest, established in , also began buying up and replanting
lands that had been logged over. The Black Mountains, like many other ranges in the Appalachians, are
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currently threatened by acid rain and air pollution. A more significant threat to the firs, however, is the balsam
woolly adelgid , an insect which may have an easier time killing the firs than it normally would due to them
being weakened by the acid rain. These too are under attack by an introduced pest, the hemlock woolly
adelgid. Arriving only in the last few growing seasons, the health of the hemlocks in the region is rapidly
declining. Research is currently underway in releasing predator beetles that will, hopefully, eat enough
adelgids to balance their population and allow the hemlocks to flourish. The area around the Black Mountains
is also experiencing rapid population growth as retirees from other states pour into the region. Due to a lack of
zoning laws, this has resulted in rapid development of ridgetop cabins, large second-homes on the lower
ridges, and deforestation that threatens the natural beauty of the region. And although many people visit the
Black Mountains for their legendary scenic views, visibility has been greatly reduced due to particulate matter
in the air, mainly coming from large TVA coal-fired powerplants "upstream" of the Black Mountains in the
Midwest.
Chapter 3 : Children (The Mission album) - Wikipedia
Story time just got better with Prime Book Box, a subscription that delivers hand-picked children's books every 1, 2, or 3
months â€” at 40% off List Price.

Chapter 4 : Beyond Black Mountain | Duke University Press
Jeremy Schmidt's score for Beyond the Black Rainbow - recorded under the name of his solo synth project Sinoia Caves
- is both stunningly effective and varied, ranging from unobtrustive proto-New-Age tinglings to menacingly propulsive
Tangerine Dream-meets-John Carpenter electronica; it's one of the great electronic soundtracks I've heard, and makes
me want to experience the whole movie at.

Chapter 5 : Portfolio Management - Black Mountain
Beyond the Pale on Mar 3, in Black Mountain, NC at White Horse Black Mountain. Beyond the Pale Below the
Mason-Dixon Line Klezmer-Inspired New Acou.

Chapter 6 : Beyond Maximus: The Construction of Public Voice in Black Mountain Poetry | Anne Day Dewe
Irwin Kremen: Beyond Black Mountain ( to ) is the exhibition catalog accompanying a retrospective covering forty years
of the artist's career.

Chapter 7 : Beyond Black Mountain: Irwin Kremen by Sarah Schroth
Beyond The Black Mountain Journey Around The Ulster Of Yesterday Free Ebooks Download Pdf hosted by Zachary
Sawyer on October 22 It is a book of Beyond The Black Mountain Journey Around The Ulster Of Yesterday that you can
be got it for free at www.nxgvision.com

Chapter 8 : Jack Tworkov: Beyond Black Mountain, Selected Works From â€“ - Asheville Art Museum
Beyond the Black Mountain Realm The Impaler Metamorphosis (Birth of the Seventh) Diabolisis (The Seventh
Dominion) Wings of Apocalypse Demonvoid The Gateway of the Gods.

Chapter 9 : Black Mountains (North Carolina) - Wikipedia
Irwin Kremen: Beyond Black Mountain ( to ) is the exhibition catalog accompanying a retrospective covering forty years
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of the artist's career. The work will be on display at Duke University's Nasher Museum of Art from March 22, through
June 17,
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